
Compare and Contrast

Name: 

Step 1: Read about art movements
In the early and mid 1900s, there were two important art movements! The art movements were

Cubism and Pop Art. Cubism uses geometric shapes, like circles and triangles, to create images. During

the Pop Art movement, artists used common objects, like a soup can or bicycle, to create images.

Cubism began in the early 1900s in France and Spain. Cubist artists used simple shapes to create

complex pictures. Pablo Picasso is a famous Cubist artist. Cubist artists wanted people to use their

imaginations and see many different ideas when looking at their art. 

Fashion designers are people who design clothes and accessories, like t-shirts and shoes. Fashion designers look for inspiration to come

up with new designs. For example, fashion designers might be inspired by the ocean and make a skirt that is in the shape of waves.

Some fashion designers are inspired by art movements. An art movement refers to a time period when artists created a specific style of

art. For example, one art movement is called the abstract art movement. During this art movement, artists used color, lines and shapes

to represent animals or people. Fashion designers might be inspired by the abstract art movement and create colorful t-shirts with lines

and shapes on them!

Today, you are going to be a fashion designer and design a new sneaker inspired by an art movement. First, you will learn about two

different art movements from the past. Then, you will compare and contrast the art movements using a Venn Diagram. Finally, you will

design your new sneaker based on one or both of the art movements. Follow the steps below.

Unlike Cubism, Pop Art began in the 1950s in the United States and England. Pop artists wanted to

create art that was inspired by common objects, like soup cans or shoes. Andy Warhol is a famous

Pop artist. You may have seen his Campbell soup paintings!
Cubist guitar painting by Pablo Picasso

Within both art movements, artists used bright colors and bold shapes. Most Cubist art pieces only

uses one color. However, Pop Art uses many different colors together.

Both Cubism and Pop Art were important art movements of the 20th century. The art movements

continue to inspire artists today!

Pop art painting inspired by Andy Warhol
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Step 2: Create a Venn Diagram
On the left side of the Venn Diagram, write information that describes the Cubism art movement. On the right side of the Venn Diagram,

write information that describes the Pop Art movement. In the overlapping area, include information that describes both art

movements.
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Step 3: Design a New Sneaker

Design a new sneaker inspired by Cubism or Pop Art. Your sneaker can also be inspired by both! You can use the

sneaker template provided or draw your own below.
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